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Extraction of viscous fingers through topological exploration of time-varying particular simulation
We present an integrated system of tools for exploring ensembles of time-varying particular simulations
of salt diffusion. In particular, we allow scientists to interactively explore the nature and temporal
evolution of viscous fingers – the primary feature of interest. Using a topological analysis of the salt
concentration, our framework provides multiple inter-linked visualization and analysis tools, enabling
interactive exploration of feature evolution in both space-time and parameter space. Our pipeline
connects spatial visualization of fingers with the visualization and analysis of multi-dimensional
statistics, and allows the scientist to interactively perform a detailed exploration of the entire ensemble.
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Exploration of Viscous Fingers in Time-Varying and Ensemble Data
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(a) Statistical exploration allows determining the
threshold for capturing the finger features in the
topological hierarchy, and also shows outlier runs.

(c)

(b) Feature tracking over time using TALASS [2]
allows exploring the evolution of features over time.

(b)

(c) High-dimensional exploration using
DataExplorerHD [3], integrated with TALASS
enables the study of the feature properties as an
abstract high-dimensional space.

(d)

(d) Integrated exploration highlights differences
between ensembles and individual runs: the
ensemble visualization of the parameters reveals
interesting branching behavior.
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